Lore

> The time: mid 22nd century. Earth has exhausted its resources and turned to the stars to secure its future.
The homeworld is extremely polluted and gangrene by power struggles between superpowers.
>Why send a ship settlers to LAIA? It’s the first large ship sent on this mission, it’s so extremely important.
Future colonization missions were scheduled to other planets and moons. That’s why the Commander wish
for the survival of humankind even in case of the Earth loss.There were small scouting missions (mostly with
robots) on nearby star systems, and the human colonization on Mars, Moon and Europe have allowed to easly
apprehend the questions around the extra-planetary colonization.

> What does the Earth population look like now? There was huge cultural and racial hybridization. A lot
of the old countries are gathered into bigger nations and new global and worldwide organizations are born,
including the World Spatial Organization. Religions are now more cultural and part of the folklore than a
real cult, except some extremists. it’s not uncommon for people to have first name and name from completely
different origins (ex: Olivier Tamh Kamahal), reflecting the diversity of the modern genome. Families try to
privilege sole children.
>Why the Commander doesn’t ask UGO to directly come and help her? The ship nose has hit the ground
first, the all head of the ship is very damaged. It’s where the Commander cabin is logically located. The hibernation chambers are extremely resistants, that’s how she survived the crash. During the whole game, she’s
stuck in a small environment and have access to few commands. So she’s got an air/supplies/water stock really
limited. It needs machines and powerful tools to open this completely crushed and smashed part of the ship
and extract the Commander for it. Powerful tools unavailable to a simple maintenance robot.

Character - The Commander
Andrea Karishma
Statut : Commander of the Koriavov (a military grade despite the scientific and humanitary nature of the
Koriavov mission)
Age: ~38 years old
It’s her second mission as commander of an interstellar ship. She’s got a solid carrier first as scientific than as a
military to reach the position of the command. Despite the danger of her situation after her awakening alone
on the Koriavov, she doesn’t lose her nerves at any moment and stays orderly and efficient. However, the loneliness on the ship and the total absence of other humans presence lead her to connect with the small robot she
activates to assist her in her mission.
Andrea originates from Venezuela, one of the big countries looking for the conquest of space during the 22nd
century. Her physical appearance well summers the ethnic diversity became the norm at that time.

